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POLICY

To pass 4th year clerkship, a student must pass course codes:

- CLI4104,
- CLI4105,
- CLI4106,
- MED4104

BACK TO BASICS (CLI 4105)

To pass this course, the student must attend all mandatory sessions. The case of a student with a failure in this course will be discussed by the SPEC and the recommendation may include remediation, repetition of an academic year or dismissal from the program.

CLINICAL PLACEMENTS (ELECTIVES OR SELECTIVES — CLI 4104, CLI 4106)

The electives and selective are evaluated as pass/fail. To obtain a pass in a placement, the student must pass the overall clinical preceptor evaluation. A student with a failure in a selective or an elective must do another placement of the same duration to fulfill the program’s criteria. This
remedial placement will take place during the Christmas holiday, the time reserved for the national interviews, or the Back to Basics course. Any other option must be approved by the Vice-Dean, UGME.